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ABSTRACT 
We study the problem of the existence and construction of a generalized inverse 
which serves the same purpose as the Moore-Penrose inverse when the norm is 1,. As 
a result we obtain a sufficient condition for the existence of such a generalized 
inverse. Also we prove that if A E C”’ x” has rank n, this generalized inverse always 
exists and we get a necessary and sufficient condition for its uniqueness. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let Cnlxn be the set of m by n matrices over the field of complex 
numbers 6, and let A E Q= m Xn. A generalized inverse (g.i.) of A is a matrix G 
which satisfies 
AGA=A 
(C. R. Rao [8, p. 241). Such a G always exists. If 
Ax=y (I) 
is a system of linear equations, Gy is a solution of (1). By imposing on G 
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conditions which concern minimality with respect to the Euclidean norm, 
Rao introduced the concepts of minimum norm, least squares, and minimum 
norm least squares g-inverses, the last of which coincides with the Moore- 
Penrose inverse (see Rao [8, pp. 48-491). In [3], these concepts are extended 
using arbitrary norms, by defining what are called the minimum ]I * Itinverse 
(m-l] 1 11-i) and the approximate ]I . II-inverse (a-11. [l-i), and a characterization of 
such g.i. is given, which is applied to the case in which the norm is 1,. The 
purpose of this paper is to apply the results in [3, $11 when the norm is 2,: 
lbll = Cl4 
-to study the problem of the existence and construction of m-Z,-i and a-Z,-i. 
One of our results is that for each matrix A E C mx” of rank n, there exists an 
a-Z,-& that is, a matrix G such that Gy is an Z,-approximation of Ax = y. And 
we get a necessary and sufficient condition for this g.i. to be unique. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we shall use the same notation and terminology as 
in [3]. 
We recall briefly some of the results in [3] that we shall use. 
A minimum 11. II-inverse (m-l] . 11-i) of A is a generalized inverse G for A 
such that for each y which makes the system Ax = y consistent we have that 
IIGYII G lbll 
for all solutions x of Ax = y, in other words, 
IIGYII = inflbll~ 
where inf is taken over all solutions of Ax = y. An approximate 11. Itinverse 
(a-]]. 11-i) of A is a generalized inverse G of A such that for all y 
]]AGy - y]] = minIlAx - y]]. 
* 
If rank A = m, then for every g.i. G of A we have that 
AG=Z. 
where Z is the identity matrix. So every g.i. G of A is an a-]]. 11-i of A. 
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We shall need the following result: 
PROPOSITION 1 [4, p. 208; 3, p. 2451. Zf 1). I( is u norm in Q=” and 
the matrix normed induced by 11.11, then 
(9 ll*ll = II*4 fm mm x, 
(4 ll*xll < ll*ll llxll for all x, 
(iii> II*BIl G ll*ll IPII. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf G is g.i. of A, then 
(9 IIG*(( >, 1; 
(ii) when A E 6 ” ’ * has rank less than m, 
I(AG - II) > 1. 
THEOREM 1 [3, Theorem 11. Let A E Cmx”. Then: 
(i) Given (I mm 11. I( in Q= “, a g.i. G of A is a m-II. Iti of A if and only if 
IIGAIJ = 1. 
(ii) Zf the rank of A is less than m and 11. II is a rwrm in Q= “‘, then G is an 
a-11 . 11-i of A if and only if 
I(AG - I[\ = 1. 
We shall apply Theorem 1 when 11. II = 1,. To do this is necessary to get 
some explicit formulae for the generalized inverse. 
Let A E C m x n be of rank r. We shall say that A is in its standard form if 
where rank B = rank A = r, B E Q= r“. Consequently E = DB- ‘C. 
Suppose that A is in its standard form (2), and let 
(2) 
(3) 
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Then a simple calculation shows that 
A=P (4) 
where Z is the r X r identity matrix and Oi (i = 1,2,3) represent the zero 
matrices of appropriate orders. 
The following result, used by Rhode [9] and Pearl [5], is readily verified. 
PROPOSITION 2 [3, Proposition 21. lf A is given by (4) then every g.i. G 
of A is of the form 
(5) 
where S,, S, S, are arbitrary matrices of orderr x(m - r),(n - r)X r,(n - r) 
X (rn - r) respectively. 
A direct computation shows the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1 [3, Corollary 11. For every generalized inverse G of A, the 
following relations hold: 
GA = I- B-‘CS,B 
t 
B-w - B-‘cS,c 
S,B 1 s,c ’ (6) 
AC-I= 
i 
S,DB-’ 
-(DB-~S,-I)DB-~ DRsi,-I 
(7) 
G= 
i 
B-l- B-‘CS,- B-‘S,DB-‘+ B-‘CS,DBp’ Bp’S,- B-‘CS, 
S, - S,DB-’ I S, . 
(8) 
REMARK 1. If A E Q: m x” has rank n, then the matrices 0, and 0, do not 
appear in (4), and therefore the matrices S, and S, do not appear in (5). 
Then (6) takes the form 
GA=I, 
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and a direct computation shows that G takes the form 
G=BP’(Z-S,DB-’ S,). 
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(9) 
III. THE RESULTS. 
We shall apply Theorem 1 to study the problem of the existence and 
construction of a minimum I,-norm inverse (m-Z,-i) and of an approximate 
II-norm inverse (a-2,-i) in some particular cases. 
1. The Matrix Norm Znduced by 1, 
PROPOSITION 3 [4, p. 2121. Let A E Cnlx”, and let J1.()l be the Zr-nom. 
Then the matrix norm induced by 1, is 
llAlll = ma Claijl’ i i 
where the aij are the coefficients of A. 
From this proposition, the next corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 2. For every permutation matrix P E Cmxn’ we have that 
lIPIll = 1. 
LEMMA 1. LetAECmx”, and let P and Q be permutation matrices of 
orders n and m respectively. 
(a) Zf G is an m-11-i of A or an a-1,-i of A, then PTGQT is an m-1,-i of 
QAP or an a-1,-i of QAP, respectively. 
(b) Zf G is an m-1,-i of A, then PTG is an m-Z,-i of AP. 
(c) Zf G is an a-1,-i of A, then GQT is an a-l ,-i of QA. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 1, Corollary 2, and the fact 
that the inverse of a permutation matrix is its transpose. n 
We infer from Lemma 1 that there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that A is in standard form. Moreover, when A has rank unity and standard 
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by permuting the rows of A, if necessary, we may assume that if 
D=(d,,...,d,_,) 
then 
IbI a IdiI for all i. 
2. The Minimum 1,-Norm inverse 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A E Q= m x n be of rank T. Zf there exists a standard 
form of 4 
such that (I BP ‘C(I, d 1, then A has a m-Z& 
Proof. Let G be a generalized inverse of A. If in Equation (6) we 
choose S, = 0, we obtain that 
GA=(:, ‘;‘), 
This implies that, when IIB-‘CII1 < 1, 
llG4 = 1. 
Thus, A has an m-Z+, according to Theorem 1. W 
PROPOSITION 5. Every matrix A E Cmx” of rank unity has a m-2,-i. 
Proof. Let 
b C 
[ 1 D E 
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be a standard form of A, where C= (ci ,..., c,_i) and (b] > ]ci(, i = 1,2 ,..., 
n - 1. Then ]]b-‘C]]i = max(b-$1~ 1, which, by Proposition 4, proves the 
result. 
PROPOSITION 6. LetAEQ=mX” be of rank r, and suppose that 
is in standard form. 
(1~ i < r) such that 
n 
lf there exist scalar X1,X2,...,h,_, and an integer i 
(10) 
where is the i th column of A, then A has a m-l ,-i. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on r, using Proposition 5 and the 
expression for a g.i. of a partitioned matrix given by Rao [8, p. 641. m 
REMARK 1. If a standard form of A satisfies (lo), then 
IIB-‘CI(, = max]X,], i = l,..., n - r. 
So, by Proposition 6, given that standard form of A, a m-Z,-i does exist, even 
if JIB-‘Cl1 = max]X,] = ]h,] > 1. H owever in this case there exists a standard 
form of A such that (IB-‘Cl1 1 < 1. In fact, if in the original standard form we 
interchange the ith and (r + k)th column of A, we get the standard form 
where 
IIB-‘CIl, = 
hi 1 
dz-r (1 I - cl. x, ’ l&l 1 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let A E Q: mxn be of rank n - 1 with standard form 
and let B-lC=C^=(c,,...,c,_,)T. Then, if @Ill> 1 and 
for all integers i (1~ i Q n - 1) and for all scalars h # 0, A has a m-1,-i if 
and only if there exists an integer k such that 
j#k 
02) 
Proof. Since A is in standard form, (11) implies that C # XB, for all i 
(l~ign-l).Thereforein B-lC=(c,,...,c,_,)Twehavethatthereexist 
at least two suffixes i, j such that ci f 0 and cj f 0, say ci # 0 and ca # 0. 
Suppose that 
Then, K is nonsingular and 
I’ll a ‘+ C I'jl' 
j#l 
Let 
(13) 
It is easy to verify that G is a m-Z,-i of KA if and only if GK is a m-2,-i 
of A. 
Now, we recall that for all generalized inverses of KA we have that 
i 
,. 
G(KA) = z-scs3 
n An 
3 
Since ~~C~~i > 1, the equation IlG(KA)IIi = 1 can hold only if S, Z 0. 
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Let ,S3 = (sl, sz,..., s,_~) and t = S,e = Eisici. Then e- kS,k = 
c( 1 - S,C) = (1 - t )e. Hence, if 1 - t + 0, we have 
= 11 - 4 11~111+ 4 
> (l- t(+ (tl 
2 1- It/+ JtJ = 1, 
i.e., JIG(KA)II, > 1. Therefore, in order to have IIG(KA)J(, = 1, we must 
choose S, so that 
1 - t = 1 - csici = 0, 
or 
CSiCi = 1. 05) 
Let us take S, such that s1 = l/c, and si = 0 for all i # 1. Then (15) holds 
and 
Moreover, 
z - cs, 
i I s, = 
‘. 
0 0 . . . 0 
- C2Sl 1 . . . 0 
- cm-1Sl 0 . . . ; 
Sl 0 . . . 0 
From (16) an (17) it follows that 
(16) 
(17) 
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but 
Isll( C lcjl+l) = ( C Icjl+l)~~l~ 
j#l j#l 
according to (13). Hence, 
IIGW) Ill = 17 
which says that GK is a m-Z,-i of A. 
Conversely, suppose (14) does not hold, that is, 
l’il < ’ + C l’jl for all i. 08) 
j#i 
We claim that in order to have IIG(KA)II, = 1, S, must be chosen such that 
there exists at least one pair of indices i, j with sici # 0 and sjcj z 0. 
In fact, otherwise we should have that 
cs, = sici for some i. 
Since we suppose that IIG(KA)II, = 1, equation (15) holds, and we should 
have that sici = 1, that is, 
1 
.Si=-. 
ci 
Moreover, the ith column of GKA becomes 
I 
0 \ 
I - cs, 
i ii 
- czsi 
_q= s = ; . (20) 
3 
- cpp_lsi 
‘i I 
Now, from (19) and (20) it would follow that 
which together with (18) says that IIGKAII, > 1, which is a contradiction and 
therefore proves our claim. 
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Hence forth we may assume that crsi # 0, csss # 0, and that (15) holds. 
Let us look at the first and second columns of 
z - cs, ( i % ’ 
which we denote by L and L, respectively. We find that 
IlLill 2 1+ M(l%l+ . . . + h-J - lc,l+ 1) 
and 
ll-&ll~ 2 1+ I%l(lc,I+ Ic,l+ . . . + Icm-A- IG!l+ 0, 
whence we deduce that 
(i) if (cal >, (cil then llLr\li > 1; 
(ii) if Icz( < lcil then llLzJl > 1. 
Hence, in all cases, 
IIG~II, ’ 1, 
which proves that KA has no m-Zr-i and therefore that A has no m-Z,-i. n 
REMARK 2. Let A be of rank n - 1 with a standard form 
where C=(c,,..., ~,_i)~ and Icij > 1 +Cjf iIcjl. Then, by Proposition 7, A 
has a m-Z,-i. We observe that in this case A has a standard form 
B C 
! 1 D E 
with IIB-‘CII, < 1. 
In fact, if in (21) we interchange the 1st and the nth column, we get a 
standard form where 
IF’CIII = 
l+cj+llcjl ~ 1 
hl * 
Remarks 1 and 2 prove that in some particular cases, the existence of 
m-Ii-i for a matrix A does imply IIB-‘C(I 1 < 1 for some standard form. We do 
not know if this holds in general. 
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3. The Approximate l,-Norm Inverse 
We shall assume throughout that all the rows A’ of A are different from 
zero. This is not restrictive, since 
has an a-2,-i 
if and only if d has an a-1,-i. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A E C m Xn be of rank r with standard form 
Then a sufficient condition for the existence of an a-l,-i of A is 1) DB- ’ 1) 1 < 1; 
and if the inequality is strict, S, = 0 is the only choice of S, in (8). 
Proof. Let G be a generalized inverse of A. If in Equation (7) we 
choose S, = 0, we have 
A-=( D;_l ;)> 
which implies that IlAG - 111, = 1. Therefore, by Theorem 1, A has an a-l,-i. 
Now,_suppose that JIDB-‘11, < 1. We claim that if S, Z 0, then ([AC - III, 
> 1. 
Let (S,)i # 0. Then 
which proves our claim and the second part of our proposition. n 
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PROPOSITION 9. Let A E C mxn be a rank unity matrix with standard 
form 
Ibl> JdJ > 0 for all i. (22) 
In addition, we assume that if D = (d l,. . . , d m _ l)T, then 
Then the condition 
is also necessary for the existence of an a-1,-i of A. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1, all we have to prove is that if there 
exists a generalized inverse G of A satisfying I(AG - III, = 1, then IJDb-‘11, 
< 1. 
Now, if m = 2, there is nothing to prove, because D = (d,) and (22) 
implies that 
IIDbp’ll,= Id&‘\ < 1. 
Let us suppose that m > 2. We claim that if S, # 0, then IlAG - Ill, > 1. 
Assume (S,)i = si + 0. By (21) we have that 
But 
‘i 
d,b-‘si 
lib-lsi - 1 
dm_lb-lsi 
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Hence, 
IlAG - 111, > IsJ+ Idlb-bil+ *. . + Idib-Isi - II+ * . * + Id,_lb-lsil 
>, lsil+ lsil( j$ildjbp’l) + ‘- Idib-lsil 
= 1+ ISi@ - &b-‘l) + lsJ( c pq’l) 
j#i 
2 l+ lsil( II!Iildjhll)~ (23) 
by virtue of (22). Since m > 2 and d j # 0, it follows that JIAG - III1 > 1 as 
asserted. 
Hence, if G is a g.i. of A and IlAG - III 1 = 1, then S, = 0 and AG - Z 
has the form 
whence it follows that 
IIDb-‘11, < 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A E C mxn be of rank r, with standard form 
if (IDB-‘11, < 1, a class of a-2,-i of A is given by 
G= 
i 
B-’ - B-'CS, + B-‘CS,DB-’ 
S,-S,DB-’ 
for arbitrary matrices S,, S, of appropriate order. When T = 1 or I\ DB- ‘11 < 1, 
this is the complete set of a-1,-i of A. 
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CoRoLLAFlY 4. Let A E Cmxn be of rank n with standard form 
B ( 1 D’ 
Then, if IJDB-‘II, < 1, 
G=(B-‘:O) isana-l,-iofA, 
and this is the only one when IIDB-‘(I, < 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E C mxn with standard form 
and let fi = DB-‘, llfi,lll > 1. Then, a sufficient condition for A to have an 
a-1,-i is that there exists a matrix S g.i. of 6 satisfying: 
(4 Il@lll = 1, 
(b) DS=Ior (IfiS-Zl],=l, 
(c) il( ikS- I) IiP 
When rank6 = 1 or llbilll = ljfi,lll for all i, the condition is also necessary. 
Moreover, if 
and if 
is an a-1,-i of A, then S, is a g.i. of fi satisfying (a), (b), and (c). 
Proof. The condition is sufficient, since on choosing S, = S in (8) and 
using (21), we get a g.i. G of A satisfying 
IlAG - ZJ(, = 1. 
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In order to prove the second part of the theorem, let G be an a-Z,-i of A. 
Then, 
AC-I= (24 
and 
IlAG - 111, = 1. (25) 
We claim that if llfilll = ll~illl > 1 for some i, then 6,S,fii = fii. Suppose 
llfi,lll = Ilfiilll for some i and DS,fi Z fii. 
(i) If llSzDilll > 1 for some i, we have that 
whence, 
IlAG - III, ’ 1 
which contradicts (25). 
(ii) If (IS,Di(I1 -c 1 for some i, then 
G= lIs~‘illl + Ilfiilll - IIN2bil11 
2 lIs~‘illl + Il’illl- Il~ll~lls2bill~ 
= lls~fiilll + 11’111(1 - IIsZ~illl) 
2 IIsZ’~lll +’ - IIsZbilll 
= 1. 
That is, 
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and therefore 
IlAG - Zll, ’ I, 
which contradicts (25). 
From (i) and (ii) we deduce our claim. 
(iii) If Ilfiilll = llfi,lll for all i, by (i) and (ii) we have that k3,fii = fii for 
all i, that is, 
(iv) If rank 8 = 1, there exists a column of fi,, say fil, such that 
fij = tjLJ for all j. 
Suppose 116>111 = llbilll f 0 for some i. Then by (i) and (ii) 
fis,Q = Zj, 
that is, 
tihg), = ti&, 
where ti # 0, since jlfi,lll = llfiill # 0. Hence 
fis,Z3,, = &. 
This last relation and (26) imply that 
Z3szfij = fij for all j, 
or 
(26) 
(v) If fi>s,fi = fi, then we have 
IISz6)ll121 and Z%,=Z or Il&,--Zll~~1, 
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by Corollary 1, and therefore, from (24) and (25), 
IIsz~lll= 1, &,=I, or ~~~)s,-Z~~,=l 
and 
% lli ill DS,-I < 1. 1 
From (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) the second part of the theorem follows. W 
From Theorem 2, the following corollary is clear. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A E Q= *lXn with standard fm 
Zf D is nonsingular, a sufficient condition for A to have an a-1,-i is 
11W11 = I~(DB-~) -1)11 G 1. 
When II fii II 1 = II b,II 1 for all i, the condition is also necessary. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let A E Cm Xn with standard form 
Let fi = DB-‘, Ili>lll > 1, ad let 
be the standard form of D. Suppose that III<-‘LII1 < 1 and llMKplll, < 1. 
Then a sufficient condition for A to have an a-1,-i is 
< 1. (27) 
Zf I[fiilll = I(fil(l for all i, then (27) is also necessary. 
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This proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 2 and the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let D be a complex matrix. Suppose that 
is the standard form of D, and let IIK-‘LII1 < 1 and J(MZC’1\, < 1. Then 
there exists a generalized inverse S of D satisfying conditions (a), (b), and (c) 
of Theorem 2 if and only if 
< 1. (27) 
Proof. In order to prove that the condition is sufficient, we recall that if 
then 
and every generalized inverse S of D has the form 
S=Q-’ is ;; P-‘. 
i 1 
(28) 
Taking H, = H, = H, = 0 in (28) and making the appropriate substitutions in 
(6), (7), and (8), we obtain that 
‘=(rll ;j’ DS-I= j&f;-’ “,)’ 
SD=(:, “0’“) and iDSSz)=’ ‘il i ‘. 
\MK-’ -I] 
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Hence, (27) implies that S is a g.i. of D satisfying (a), (b), and (c) of Theo 
rem 2. 
Conversely, suppose S is a g.i. of D satisfying (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 
2. We observe that the presence of the blocks M and N in the standard form 
of D says that DS # 1. Hence, IIDS - I[(, = 1. Since we are assuming that 
11 MK - ’ 1) r < 1, the only choice of H, in (28) is H, = 0, according to Proposi - 
tion 7. 
Now, if H, = 0, then 
i 
* - K-‘LH 4 
H4 
0 
-I 
which says that in order to have 
takes the form 
which implies that 
we have to choose H, = 0 in (28). Therefore 
/ 
K-l- K-‘LH, 0 
4 0 
0 0 
MK-’ -I, 
(29) 
(30) 
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because IIK-‘LII1 < 1. Hence, for every i, 
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that is. 
whence the lemma follows. 
As another application 
two following results. 
of Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 we may obtain the 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A E C m Xn with standard form 
Let fi = DB-‘, 116111 > 1, and ~~bi~~l = I fif>lll for all i or rank D = 1. Zf the 
standard form of L? is 
and JJK-‘LJJ, < 1, JJMK-')I, = 1, then A has no a-l,-i. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let A E Cm X” with standard form 
Letfi=DB-‘, 116111>1, and rankfi=l. Zfthestandardfmoffiis 
then A has an a-1,-i if and only if 
IIMK-‘II, + (ii(K L) 111) -’ G 1. 
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4. The Approximate 1, -Norm inverse of A E C cn+ ‘) xn of Rank n 
As in [3, Theorem 21, we shall give a special treatment to the case in 
which A E C(“+l)xn has rank n. 
THEOREM 3. Let A E C (*+ ‘) Xn be of rank n with standard form 
andletDR_‘=fi=(d,,...,d,). Then: 
(i) A has an a-Z,-i. 
(ii) The mast general a-Z,-i is 
G=K1(Z-S,i) Sz), 
where if llfi>lll < 1 then S, = 0, and if llfilll > 1, then S, = (So,..., s,,)~ is a 
vector of minimum l,-norm in the hyperplane 
f: dizi = 1. 
i=l 
(iii) There exists a unique a-Z,-i of A if and only if llfi,lll < 1 or [Ifi, > 1 
and maxiId iI is unique. 
Proof. (i): By Remark 1, Equation (9), we have that every g.i. G of A 
has the form 
G=B-‘(I-@ S,). (31) 
If llfilll < 1, by Proposition 7, 
G=(B-’ o) 
is an a-11-i of A. 
If lIDIll > 1 and maxildil = Id,l, then choosing S, in (31) such that 
sj=dil and si=O, i#j, 
we get an an a-Z,-i of A. In fact, on making the appropriate substitution in 
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(7), we obtain that 
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Hence, 
IPG- ZIIl= m~(ldil~l)~IIS2111 
i 
= Idj(. Id,(_l = 1. 
(ii): It is clear that the most general a-l,-i of A is given by (31), where if 
llfi,lll < 1 then S, = 0, and if llfi,lll > 1, then by Theorem 2 
L%,fi = Ij (32) 
and 
From (32) we get that 
lIS,~ll, = 1. (33) 
Es, = i diSi = 1, (34) 
i=l 
and from (33) 
m~VilllS2ll~ = 1, i 
which implies that 
IlS2Il1= (myldil) -l. 
Now, for all z =(z,, z2 ,..., .z,)~, 
(35) 
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which is equivalent to 
min( [[zj[r: Cdizi = 1) = ( mvldil) -’ (36) 
This last relation, together with (34) and (35) proves part (ii) of the theorem 
when llfi,lll > 1. 
(iii): When II b,II i < 1, by Proposition 7, A has a unique a-2,-i, 
G=B-‘(I 0). 
When [ID/l1 > 1 and Idj( = max i I d i I is unique, A has a unique a-Ii-i, given by 
(31) with S, defined as 
sj= (dj) -I and si=O, i#j. (37) 
In fact, we have proved that this choice of S, in (31) gives an a-Z,-i of A. We 
shah prove that this choice of S, is unique. Let S, = (si,. . . , s,)~ be a choice 
of ss in (31), which gives an a-2,-i of A. Then, 
(a) Id j I = max i I d i I implies s j # 0, since s j = 0 implies that 
1~ 1 CdiSil< ldjl( Clsil)y 
and from this we get that 
which contradicts part (ii) of the theorem, by (36). 
(b) Id jl = max,ld,l unique implies sk = 0, k f j. Indeed, suppose there 
exists sk # 0, k # j. Then, since maxi ldil = Jdjl is unique, 
that is, 
llf&lll= Clsil ’ Idjlely 
which, again, contradicts part (ii) of the theorem. 
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From (a) and (b) we deduce part (iii) Tf the theorfm when 11 fill r > 1. 
Conversely, if A has a unique a-Z,-i, then llDl\r < 1 or (JDJ(, > 1, and maxi 
is unique. 
In fact, if llfillr = 1, then G = B-’ (Z,O) and G = B-‘(I - S,Z?, S,), with 
S, defined by (37), are a-Z,-i of A. If lItill r > 1 andmaxildil = IdJ = Id,l, k # j; 
then choosing S, in (31) defined by (37), we get an a-Z,-i of A: and choosing 
S, in (31) defined by 
d; 
sj= ldj12$ ldk12’ 
Zk 
sk = ldj12 + ldk12 ’ 
si = 0, i z j, k, 
we get another a-1,-i of A. 
We wish to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions. 
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